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Communicated by Stelios KyriakidesAbstract
The numerical estimation of the static displacement bounds of structures with uncertain-but-bounded parameters is
considered in this paper. By representing each uncertain-but-bounded parameter as an interval number or vector, a static
response analysis problem for the structure can be expressed in the form of a system of linear interval equations, in which
the coeﬃcient matrix and the right-hand side term are, respectively, the interval matrix and the interval vector. In this
study, we present two new simple mathematical proofs of the vertex solution theorem using Cramer’s rule for solving linear
interval equations, diﬀerent from the other proof methods, to ﬁnd the upper and lower bounds on the set of solutions. The
ﬁrst takes advantage of optimization theory, while the second is based on interval extension. By means of a typical example
considered ﬁrst by Hansen, it can be seen that the result calculated by the vertex solution theorem is the same as one pre-
dicted by the Oettli–Prager criterion. Examples of a three-stepped beam and a 10-bar truss are presented to illustrate the
computational aspects of the vertex solution theorem in comparison with the interval perturbation method.
 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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uations1. Introduction
Many engineering structures are too complex to be treated in precise mathematical terms. They often con-
tain uncertain information and uncertain features. The uncertain information may be present in the geometry,
material properties, external loads, or boundary conditions of a structure. The design and analysis of many
engineering systems require the solution of linear systems of equations. For example, the ﬁnite element formu-
lation of equilibrium and steady state problems leads to a set of simultaneous algebraic linear equations. It is
often desirable in a variety of engineering applications to obtain a solution to the linear system Ax = b, in
which A and b are both aﬀected by uncertainties. Depending on the nature and extent of these uncertainties0020-7683/$ - see front matter  2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2006.01.012
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1990; Elishakoﬀ, 1983; Ganzerli and Pantelides, 2000; Pantelides and Ganerli, 2001). If the structural param-
eter and the external load are modeled as random variables with known probability distribution functions, the
response of the structure can be predicted using the theory of probability and stochastic processes (Elishakoﬀ,
1983). If the structural parameter and the external load are described in linguistic or imprecise terms, fuzzy
theory can be used to determine the performance or input (Pantelides and Ganerli, 2001). On the other hand,
if only fragmentary information on uncertain parameters and loads is available, it is possible to establish the
least favorable response and the most favorable response of the structure using interval analysis or convex
models under the constraints within the set-theoretical description (Ben-Haim and Elishakoﬀ, 1990; Ganzerli
and Pantelides, 2000). Then static displacement bound estimation is transformed into solving linear interval
equations. The present work only considers the last one.
Many methods, exact or approximate, have been proposed for solving linear interval equations over the
past years. Oettli (1965) put forward a linear programming method of evaluate the solution set of a linear sys-
tem with inaccurate coeﬃcients, requiring extensive computation. By generalizing the linear programming
method, a relatively simple solution algorithm was proposed by Aberth (1997). However, both are applicable
only to systems of small size. Rao and Berke (1997) investigated a variety of alternative approximate
approaches, including Gaussian elimination techniques, an equality-based method, and a search-based algo-
rithm based on Taguchi techniques (Chen and Rao, 1997; Rao and Chen, 1998). Many approaches based on
perturbation methods have been proposed recently, such as Qiu et al. (1996a,b), Qiu and Elishakoﬀ (1998) and
McWilliams (2001). Unfortunately, these approaches show the drawback of being less and less accurate, aug-
menting the level of the uncertainty of the parameters. On the other hand, Oettli and Prager (1964) gave a full
characterization of the solution set by means of an inequalities-based method, called the Oettli–Prager crite-
rion. Dong and Shah (1987) proposed a vertex method for computing functions of fuzzy variables based on
the a-cut concept and interval analysis. A vertex solution or a combinatorial approach for giving the exact
bounds of the solution set of linear interval equations has been studied by Hansen (1992), Jansson (1997),
Neumaier (1990), Rao and Berke (1997), Rao and Chen (1998), Rohn (1989), Rump (1992).
Of course, the exact solution of the linear interval systems is well known to be NP-hard, proved by Rohn and
Kreinovich (1995). They are usually used as a way to verify the sharpness of non-NP-hard approximate solu-
tions to the problem. In this paper, we will present two new mathematical proofs for the vertex solution theo-
rem, using Cramer’s rule based on optimization theory and interval mathematics, respectively, to ﬁnd the upper
and lower bounds on the set of solutions of linear interval equations. In terms of a typical example considered
by Hansen, the result calculated by the proposed vertex solution theorem is the same as the one predicted by the
Oettli–Prager criterion. Two examples are presented to illustrate the computational aspects of the vertex solu-
tion theorem and show that the accuracy of the vertex solution theorem is similar to that of the interval per-
turbation method proposed by Qiu (2003), Qiu et al. (1995, 1996a,b), and Qiu and Wang (2003).
2. Problem statement
Consider the set of n-dimensional linear algebraic equationsa11x1 þ a12x2 þ    þ a1nxn ¼ b1
a21x1 þ a22x2 þ    þ a2nxn ¼ b2
..
. ..
. ..
. ..
. ..
.
an1x1 þ an2x2 þ    þ annxn ¼ bn
ð1aÞsubject to the following constraint conditions:aij 6 aij 6 aij; bi 6 bi 6 bi; i; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n. ð2aÞ
In terms of matrix and vector notation, Eq. (1) and equalities (2) can be rewritten in the abbreviated matrix
and vector formsAx ¼ b ð1bÞ
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where the coeﬃcient matrix and its upper and lower bound matrices are, respectively,A ¼
a11 a12    a1n
a21 a22    a2n
..
. ..
. . .
. ..
.
an1 an2    ann
0
BBBB@
1
CCCCA; A ¼
a11 a12    a1n
a21 a22    a2n
..
. ..
. . .
. ..
.
an1 an2    ann
0
BBBB@
1
CCCCA; A ¼
a11 a12    a1n
a21 a22    a2n
..
. ..
. . .
. ..
.
an1 an2    ann
0
BBBB@
1
CCCCA; ð3Þthe unknown vector isx ¼ ðx1; x2; . . . ; xnÞT; ð4Þ
and the right-hand side vector and its upper and lower bound matrices are, respectively,b ¼ ðb1; b2; . . . ; bnÞT; b ¼ ðb1; b2; . . . ; bnÞT; b ¼ ðb1; b2; . . . ; bnÞT. ð5Þ
Making use of the interval matrix notation in interval mathematics or interval analysis (Alefeld and Herz-
berger, 1983; Deif, 1991; Moore, 1979), the inequality condition (2b) can be written asA 2 AI ¼ ½A;A ¼ ðaIijÞ; b 2 bI ¼ ½b; b ¼ ðbIi Þ ð6aÞ
or, which is equivalent,aij 2 aIij ¼ ½aij; aij; bi 2 bIi ; i; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n; ð6bÞ
where AI ¼ ðaIijÞ is the interval coeﬃcient matrix, and aIij; i; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n, are the elements of the interval coef-
ﬁcient matrix AI. The quantity bI ¼ ðbIi Þ is the interval right-hand side vector, and bIi , i = 1, 2, . . . , n, is the
component of the interval vector bI.
The bounded convex set (2) or (6) may be thought of as a constraint condition. Thus, by solving for the
linear algebraic equations (1) given the constraint conditions (6), we mean to solve the family of linear alge-
braic equations in which the elements are uncertain and ranging inside the certain convex set. That is, the solu-
tion of the equilibrium equation with uncertain-but-bounded parameters is a set, and this set is given byC ¼ fx : x 2 Rn;Ax ¼ b;A 2 AI; b 2 bIg. ð7Þ
The computation of the solution set, in general, is extremely diﬃcult. The solution set C is a very compli-
cated region and need not be convex. Taking this into account, one has to determine a closed convex interval
set xI ¼ ½xi; xi, one of the smallest width enclosing all possible values of each component of the solution x 2 Rn
satisfying Ax = b when the coeﬃcient matrix A = (aij) takes all possible values inside A
I ¼ ½A;A ¼ ðaIijÞ and
the right-hand side vector b = (bi) also takes all possible values inside b
I ¼ ½b; b ¼ ðbIi Þ, so the linear algebraic
equation problem (1) subject to (2) can be transformed into solving the linear interval algebraic equationAIx ¼ bI ð8Þ
and its interval solution can be written asxi 6 xi 6 xi; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n; ð9Þ
where x = (xi) is an exact solution of one realization of the linear algebraic equation (1) with the constraint
condition (6), and x ¼ ðxiÞ and x = (xi) are, respectively, the upper and lower bound vectors of the solution
vector x = (xi). Making use of the notation of interval mathematics, the expression (9) can be written in
the following interval vector form:x 2 xI ¼ ½x; x ¼ ðxIiÞ ð10aÞ
and component of the interval vectorxi 2 xIi ¼ ½xi; xi; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n. ð10bÞ
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formx ¼ ðxiÞ ¼ max
A2AI;b2bI
fðAÞ1bg ð11aÞandx ¼ xi ¼ min
A2AI;b2bI
fðAÞ1bg; ð12aÞwhere A is the positive-deﬁnite matrix. Obviously, the optimization problem is a global optimization problem.
In terms of Cramer’s rule, Eqs. (12) can be expressed asxi ¼ max
A2AI;b2bI
1
detðAÞ
Xn
j¼1
bjAji
( )
¼ max
A2AI;b2bI
detðAðiÞÞ
detðAÞ
 
; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n; ð11bÞandxi ¼ min
A2AI;b2bI
1
detðAÞ
Xn
j¼1
bjAji
( )
¼ min
A2AI;b2bI
detðAðiÞÞ
detðAÞ
 
; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n; ð12bÞwhere det(A) is the determinant of the matrix A = (aij), Aij denotes the cofactor of aij in A,
detðAðiÞÞ ¼Pnj¼1bjAji. Notice that this summation is just the cofactor expansion along the ith column of the
determinant of the matrix A(i), where A(i) is obtained from A by replacing its ith column with
b = (b1, b2, . . . , bn)
T.
3. Oettli–Prager criterion
For comparison, in this section we will state the Oettli–Prager criterion of linear interval equations.
In 1964, Oettli and Prager gave a method for solving linear interval equations by inequalities.
Oettli–Prager criterion: Any solution x to the linear equations Ax = b, when A 2 AI ¼ ½A;A ¼ ðaIijÞ and
b 2 bI ¼ ½b; b ¼ ðbIi Þ, satisﬁes the inequalitiesXn
j¼1
acijxj  bci

 6
Xn
j¼1
Daij xj
 þ Dbi; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n; ð13Þwhere acij and b
c
i denote, respectively, the mean values of a
I
ij and b
I
i and Daij and Dbi their range of uncertainties.
Clearly, it is not convenient to solve linear interval equations using the Oettli–Prager criterion in practice.
4. Cramer’s rule
For convenience, let us begin with Cramer’s rule. For the set of n-dimensional linear algebraic equations or
a linear system Ax = b or
Pn
j¼1ajixj ¼ bi; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n, if the coeﬃcient matrix of the linear system is nonsin-
gular, then the linear system has a unique solution given byx ¼ A1b. ð14ÞBy means of the formula for the inverse of the coeﬃcient matrix A, we have thatx ¼ A1b ¼ 1jAj adjðAÞb ¼
1
detðAÞ adjðAÞb. ð15Þ
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x2
..
.
xn
0
BBBB@
1
CCCCA ¼
1
detðAÞ
A11 A21    An1
A12 A22    An2
..
. ..
. . .
. ..
.
A1n A2n    Ann
0
BBBB@
1
CCCCA
b1
b2
..
.
bn
0
BBBB@
1
CCCCA ð16Þor, which is equivalent,xi ¼ A1b ¼ 1jAj
Xn
j¼1
bjAji ¼ 1
detðAÞ
Xn
j¼1
bjAji; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n. ð17ÞObserve now that this summation is just the cofactor expansion along the ith column of the determinant of
the matrix A(i), where A(i) is obtained from A by replacing its ith column by b = (b1, b2, . . . , bn)
T. Thus, we
have the formulasxi ¼ A1b ¼ jA
ðiÞj
jAj ¼
detðAðiÞÞ
detðAÞ ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n. ð18ÞThis is Cramer’s rule for solving linear systems of n equations with n unknowns in the case of a nonsingular
coeﬃcient matrix.
From an interval matrix AI ¼ ½A;A, we may deﬁne the midpoint or nominal value or mean value of the
interval matrix,Ac ¼ ðAþ AÞ
2
¼ ðacijÞ; acij ¼
ðaij þ aijÞ
2
; i; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n; ð19Þthe uncertain radius or deviation amplitude or uncertainty of the interval matrix,DA ¼ ðA AÞ
2
¼ ðDaijÞ; Daij ¼ ðaij  aijÞ
2
; i; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n; ð20Þand the boundary matrix or extreme point matrix or vertex matrix of the interval matrix AI ¼ ½A;A is deﬁned
byA^m ¼ A^m ¼ ða^mijÞ 2 AI : a^mij ¼ aij or a^mij ¼ aij; i; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n
n o
; m ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . ; 2nn. ð21Þ
The determinants of the vertex matrix A^m ¼ ða^mijÞ;m ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . ; 2nn, of an interval matrix AI ¼ ½A;A are
2n·n scalar quantities denoted by detðA^mÞ or jA^mj and are given by
A^m
  ¼ detðA^mÞ ¼X
i
ð1ÞtðiÞa^1i1 a^2i2    a^jij    a^nin ; m ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . ; 2nn; ð22Þwhere t(i) is the number of inversions in the permutation i(i1, i2, . . . , in) and i varies over all permutations of
1, 2, . . . , n. The cofactors A^mij ; i; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n, m = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 2n·n, of the elements
a^mij ; i; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n;m ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . ; 2nn, of the vertex matrices A^m ¼ ða^mijÞ; m ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . ; 2nn, can be ex-
pressed asA^mij ¼ ð1ÞiþjM^mij ; i; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n; m ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . ; 2ðn1Þðn1Þ; ð23Þ
where M^mij is the minor of the vertex matrix A^m.
In the same manner, for the interval vector bI ¼ ½b; b ¼ ðbIi Þ, we also have the midpoint, nominal value, or
mean value of the interval vector,bc ¼ ðbþ bÞ
2
¼ ðbci Þ; bci ¼
ðbi þ biÞ
2
; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n; ð24Þthe uncertain radius or deviation amplitude or uncertainty of the interval vector,Db ¼ ðb bÞ
2
¼ ðDbiÞ; Dbi ¼ ðbi  biÞ
2
; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n; ð25Þ
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n o
; l ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . ; 2n. ð26Þ
In the vertex matrices A^m ¼ ða^mijÞ;m ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . ; 2nn, if we replace its jth column by b^l ¼ ðb^liÞ, then we can
obtain the new useful matrices A^ðiÞm ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n;m ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . ; 2nn, and its determinant can be expressed asdetðA^ðiÞm Þ ¼
Xn
j¼1
b^jA^ji ¼
X
i
ð1ÞtðiÞa^1i1 a^2i2    b^jij    a^nin ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n;m ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . ; 2nn; ð27Þwhere the deﬁnition of t(i) is as before.
5. The vertex solution theorem for linear interval equations
In the section, we give two proofs of the vertex solution theorem for solving linear interval equations.
5.1. Proof based on the optimization theory
Based on Cramer’s rule of linear equations, let us consider the optimization problem of the solution to lin-
ear equations (1),xi ¼ A1b ¼
Pn
j¼1bjAji
detðAÞ ¼
detðAðiÞÞ
detðAÞ ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n; ð28Þsubject to the matrix and vector inequality constraint conditions (2).
Obviously, the expression (28) and the inequalities (2) can simply be written in the extreme value problem asxiext ¼ extremum
A2AI;b2bI
detðAðiÞÞ
detðAÞ
 
; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n. ð29ÞSubstitution of the determinant detðAÞ ¼Pið1ÞtðiÞa1i1a2i2    ajij    anin of the matrix A = (aij) and
detðAðiÞÞ ¼Pnj¼1bjAji ¼Pð1ÞtðiÞi a1i1a2i2    bjij    anin into the above expression yieldsxiext ¼ extremum
A2AI;b2bI
P
ið1ÞtðiÞa1i1a2i2    bjij    aninP
ið1ÞtðiÞa1i1a2i2    ajij    anin
( )
¼ extremum
A2AI;b2bI
ri
s
n o
; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n; ð30Þwhereri ¼
X
i
ð1ÞtðiÞa1i1a2i2    bjij    anin ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n; ð31Þands ¼
X
i
ð1ÞtðiÞa1i1a2i2    ajij    anin . ð32ÞAccording to the optimal theory (Bararaa et al., 1993; Rao, 1984), the extreme value problem
xiext ¼ extremumA2AI;b2bIfrisg, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, can be decomposed into the quotient of the two extreme value
problems riext ¼ extremumA2AI;b2bIfrig, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, and sext ¼ extremumA2AI;b2bIfsig, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, i.e.,xiext ¼ riextsext ¼
extremumA2AI;b2bI
Pð1ÞtðiÞ
i a1i1a2i2    bjij    anin
n o
extremumA2AI;b2bI
Pð1ÞtðiÞ
i a1i1a2i2    ajij    anin
n o ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n. ð33ÞFor the extreme value problem riext ¼ extremumA2AI;b2bIfrig, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, we can know that the quantity
ri is a linear function of the elements aij, i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n, and bi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Based on the extreme theorem
in convex analysis, since the quantity ri is a convex (or concave) function of the elements aij, i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n,
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all convex, the extreme values of ri will be reached on the boundary matrix or vertex matrix
A^ðiÞm ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n;m ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . ; 2nn, i.e.,riext ¼ extremum
A2AI;b2bI
X
i
ð1ÞtðiÞa1i1a2i2    bjij    anin
( )
¼
X
i
ð1ÞtðiÞa^1i1 a^2i2    b^jij    a^nin
¼ detðA^ðiÞm Þ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n;m ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . ; 2nn. ð34Þ
Similarly, for the extremum value problem siext ¼ extremumA2AI;b2bIfsig, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, we also have thatsext ¼ extremum
A2AI;b2bI
X
i
ð1ÞtðiÞa1i1a2i2    ajij    anin
( )
¼
X
i
ð1ÞtðiÞa^1i1 a^2i2    a^jij    a^nin ¼ detðA^mÞ;
i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n;m ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . ; 2nn. ð35Þ
Thus, from the expression (33), we can obtainxiext ¼ extremum
A2AI;b2bI
detðAðiÞÞ
detðAÞ
 
¼ riext
siext
¼ detðA^
ðiÞ
m Þ
detðA^mÞ
¼
Pn
j¼1b^jA^ji
detðA^mÞ
; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n. ð36ÞObviously, according to the deﬁnition of detðA^ðiÞm Þ ¼
Pn
j¼1b^jA^ji and detðA^mÞ, we can deduce that the expres-
sion x = (xiext) is the solution to the following linear equations:A^mxml ¼ b^l; m ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . ; 2nn; l ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . ; 2n. ð37Þ
Thus, the maximum and minimum values or the upper and lower bounds of the solution xi,i = 1, 2, . . . , n,
to the linear interval equations can, respectively, be determined byxi ¼ ximax ¼ max
16m62nn
16l62n
fximlg ¼ max
16m62nn
16l62n
detðA^ðiÞm Þ
detðA^mÞ
( )
; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n; ð38aÞandxi ¼ ximin ¼ min
16m62nn
16l62n
fximlg ¼ min
16m62nn
16l62n
detðA^ðiÞm Þ
detðA^mÞ
( )
; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n. ð39aÞThe vector forms of Eqs. (38a) and (39a) can be expressed asx ¼ ðxiÞ ¼ max
16m62nn
16l62n
detðA^ðiÞl Þ
detðA^mÞ
( )0@
1
A ¼ max
16m62nn
16l62n
fðA^mÞ1b^lg ð38bÞandx ¼ ðxiÞ ¼ min
16m62nn
16l62n
detðA^ðiÞl Þ
detðA^mÞ
( )0@
1
A ¼ min
16m62nn
16l62n
fðA^mÞ1b^lg. ð39bÞ5.2. Proof based on the interval extension
Substitution of Eqs. (31) and (32) into Eq. (18) leading toxi ¼ A1b ¼ detðA
ðiÞÞ
detðAÞ ¼
ri
s
¼
P
ið1ÞtðiÞa1i1a2i2    bjij    aninP
ið1ÞtðiÞa1i1a2i2    ajij    anin
; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n. ð40ÞLet us consider the solution expression (40) of linear equations subject to the constraint (6).
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sion from Eq. (40), we obtainxIi ¼ ½xi; xi ¼
rIi
sI
¼
P
ið1ÞtðiÞaI1i1aI2i2    bIjij    aIninP
ið1ÞtðiÞaI1i1aI2i2    aIjij    aInin
; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n; ð41ÞwhererIi ¼
Xn
j¼1
bIjA
I
ji ¼
X
i
ð1ÞtðiÞaI1i1aI2i2    bIjij    aInin ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n; ð42ÞandsI ¼ detðAIÞ ¼
X
i
ð1ÞtðiÞaI1i1aI2i2    aIjij    aInin . ð43ÞFor the interval extension rIi ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n, of ri, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, in the light of the expression (A27), we
have thatrIi ¼ ½ri; ri ¼ ½min16m62nnfdetðA^ðiÞm Þg;max16m62nnfdetðA^ðiÞm Þg; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n; ð44Þ
whereri ¼ max
16m62nn
fdetðA^ðiÞm Þg ¼ max
16m62nn
Xn
j¼1
b^jA^ji
( )
¼ max
16m62nn
X
i
ð1ÞtðiÞa^1i1 a^2i2    b^jij    a^njn
( )
ð45Þandri ¼ min
16m62nn
fdetðA^ðiÞm Þg ¼ min
16m62nn
Xn
j¼1
b^jA^ji
( )
¼ min
16m62nn
X
i
ð1ÞtðiÞa^1i1 a^2i2    b^jij    a^njn
( )
. ð46ÞIn the similar way, for the interval extension (43), we also have thatsI ¼ ½s; s ¼ min
16m62nn
fdetðA^mÞg; max
16m62nn
fdetðA^mÞg
 
ð47Þwheres ¼ max
16m62nn
fdetðA^mÞg ¼ max
16m62nn
X
i
ð1ÞtðiÞa^1i1 a^2i2    a^jij    a^njn
( )
ð48Þands ¼ min
16m62nn
fdetðA^mÞg ¼ min
16m62nn
X
i
ð1ÞtðiÞa^1i1 a^2i2    a^jij    a^njn
( )
. ð49ÞThus, from Eq. (44), we getxIi ¼ ½xi; xi ¼
rIi
sI
¼ ½ri; ri½s; s ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n. ð50ÞIn terms of the interval multiplication, from the above expression, we obtainxIi ¼ ½xi; xi ¼
rIi
sI
¼ ½ri; ri½s; s ¼
ri
s
;
ri
s
 
; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n; ð51Þwherexi ¼ ris ¼
max16m62nnfdetðA^ðiÞm Þg
min16m62nnfdetðA^mÞg
ð52Þ
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min16m62nnfdetðA^ðiÞm Þg
max16m62nnfdetðA^mÞg
. ð53ÞConsidering the deﬁnition of the interval extension and the extremum value, obviously, the following equa-
tion holds:xi ¼ ris ¼
max16m62nnfdetðA^ðiÞm Þg
min16m62nnfdetðA^mÞg
¼ max
16m62nn
16l62
detðA^ðiÞm Þ
detðA^mÞ
( )
¼ max
16m62nn
16l62
fximlg ¼ xi. ð54ÞIn the same manner, we have also thatxi ¼ ris ¼
min
16m62nn
fdetðA^ðiÞm Þg
max16m62nnfdetðA^mÞg
¼ min
16m62nn
16l62
detðA^ðiÞm Þ
detðA^mÞ
( )
¼ min
16m62nn
16l62
fximlg ¼ xi. ð55ÞThus, by means of the deﬁnition of the detðA^ðiÞm Þ ¼
Pn
j¼1b^jA^ji and detðA^mÞ, we can also deduce that the
expression x = (xiext) is the solution to the linear equation (37).
Thus, we arrive at the following solution theorem for the linear interval equations:
If AI ¼ ½A;A ¼ ðaIijÞ is an n · n-dimensional interval matrix and its vertex matrix is expressed as A^m ¼ ða^mijÞ,
where a^mij ¼ aij or a^mij ¼ aij, i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n, m = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 2n·n, and bI ¼ ½b; b ¼ ðbIi Þ is an n-dimensional
interval vector and its vertex vector is written as b^l ¼ ðb^liÞ, where b^li ¼ bi or b^li ¼ bi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n,
l = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 2n. Then the upper bound x ¼ ðxiÞ and the lower bound x = (xi) on solution x = (xi) to the
set of the n-dimensional linear equations Ax = b, when A 2 AI ¼ ½A;A ¼ ðaIijÞ and b 2 bI ¼ ½b; b ¼ ðbIi Þ, can
be determined by the expressionsx ¼ max
16m62nn
16l62n
fxmlg ¼ max
16m62nn
16l62n
fðA^mÞ1b^lg ð56Þandx ¼ min
16m62nn
16l62n
fxmlg ¼ min
16m62nn
16l62n
fðA^mÞ1b^lg; ð57Þwhere the solution vector xml ¼ ðximlÞ;m ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . ; 2nn; l ¼ 1; 2; 3 . . . ; 2n, satisfy the linear equations
A^mxml ¼ b^l; m ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . ; 2nn; l ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . ; 2n; ð58Þwhere A^m ¼ ða^mijÞ and b^l ¼ ðb^liÞ.
6. Interval perturbation method
To illustrate the computational aspects of the vertex solution theorem, in this section we introduce the
interval perturbation method for estimating the static displacement of structures with interval parameters pre-
sented in the recent study by Qiu et al. to compare with it.
For the convenience to derive the interval perturbation method, ﬁrst the matrix perturbation method for
linear equations is formulated. The governing equation for static displacements of the original system using
the ﬁnite element model isK0u0 ¼ f0; ð59Þ
where K0 = (k0ij) is the n · n symmetric stiﬀness matrix, u0 = (u0i) is the n vector of displacements, and f0 = (f0i)
is the n vector of applied forces. When the stiﬀness matrix exhibits a perturbation of the form K0 + eDK and
the applied force vector a perturbation of the form f0 + eDf, correspondingly, Eq. (59) can be rewritten asðK0 þ eDKÞu ¼ f0 þ eDf ; ð60Þ
where u = (ui) denotes the displacement vector for the perturbed system.
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e of the formu ¼ u0 þ eu1 þ e2u2 þ    þ enun þ    ð61Þ
By regrouping terms containing e, we obtainu0 ¼ K10 f0;
u1 ¼ K10 ðDKu0  Df Þ;
u2 ¼ K10 DKu1;
  
un ¼ K10 DKun1.
8>>>><
>>>>:
ð62ÞIf the norm K10 DK
  is less than unity, i.e., K10 DK  < 1, or, more rigorously, if and only if the spectral
radius of K10 DK is less than unity, Eq. (61) is a convergent series.
Now, consider the ﬁnite element equilibrium equations governing the displacement of a structure with
uncertainty,KðaÞu ¼ f ðaÞ; ð63Þ
subject to the parameter constrainta 6 a 6 a; ð64Þ
where a = (ai) is the vector of structural parameters and a = (ai) and a ¼ ðaiÞ are the lower bound vector and
the upper bound vector of the structural parameter vector a = (ai), respectively.
With the aid of numerical calculations and optimization theory, Eqs. (63) and (64) can be written asKu ¼ f ð65Þ
subject toK 6 K 6 K; f 6 f 6 f ; ð66Þ
whereK ¼ ðkijÞ; kij ¼ min
a6a6a
kijðaÞ; K ¼ ðkijÞ; kij ¼ max
a6a6a
kijðaÞ;
f ¼ ðf iÞ; f i ¼ min
a6a6a
fiðaÞ; f ¼ ðf ijÞ; f ij ¼ max
a6a6a
fiðaÞ.
8><
>: ð67ÞIn virtue of the interval notation, Eq. (66) can be represented asK 2 KI ¼ ½K;K; f 2 f I ¼ ½f ; f ; ð68Þ
where KI ¼ ðkIijÞ ¼ ½K;K ¼ ð½kij; kijÞ is the interval stiﬀness matrix, f I ¼ ðf Ii Þ ¼ ½f ; f  ¼ ð½f ij; f ijÞ is the inter-
val external force vector.
Then, Eqs. (65) and (66) can be rewritten asKIu ¼ f I; ð69Þ
forming a set of linear interval equations.
By the central interval notation, the interval stiﬀness matrix KI ¼ ½K;K and the interval external force vec-
tor f I ¼ ½f ; f  can be written asKI ¼ Kc þ DKI; f I ¼ f c þ Df I; ð70Þ
whereKc ¼ ðK þ KÞ=2; DKI ¼ ½DK;DK; DK ¼ ðK  KÞ=2 ð71Þ
andf c ¼ ðf þ f Þ=2; Df I ¼ ½Df ;Df ; Df ¼ ðf  f Þ=2. ð72Þ
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Now, if we look upon DKI and DfI as disturbances around Kc and fc, respectively, then the matrix pertur-
bation theory can be used to solve the linear interval equation (73), under small uncertainties DK and Df. In
terms of the meaning of the interval, Eq. (73) may also be expressed as perturbation equationsðKc þ dKÞu ¼ f c þ df ð74Þ
subject to matrix constraintsDK 6 dK 6 DK; Df 6 df 6 Df . ð75Þ
In Eq. (74), u1, u2, . . . , un are functions of each element of DK and each components of Df, by means of a
natural interval extension of interval mathematics. From Eqs. (61) and (62), we getuI ¼ uc þ euI1 þ e2uI2 þ    þ enuIn þ    ð76Þ
anduc ¼ ðKcÞ1f c;
uI1 ¼ ðKcÞ1ðDKIuc  Df IÞ;
uI2 ¼ ðKcÞ1DKIuI1;
  
uIn ¼ ðKcÞ1DKIuIn1.
8>>><
>>>>:
ð77ÞFor the sake of simplicity, we assume thatDuI ¼ euI1 þ e2uI2 þ    þ enuIn þ    ; ð78Þ
thus, Eq. (76) yieldsuI ¼ uc þ DuI. ð79Þ
LetðKcÞ1 ¼ D ¼ ðdijÞ. ð80Þ
By the interval operations, we haveDuI ¼ ðDuIi Þ ¼ ð½Dui;DuiÞ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n; ð81Þ
whereDu1 ¼ ðDu1iÞ ¼ Dj jðDK ucj j þ Df Þ ¼
Xn
s¼1
disj j
Xn
t¼1
Dksi uct
 þ Dfs
 ! !
ð82ÞandDuj ¼ ðDujiÞ ¼ Dj jDKDuj1 ¼
Xn
s¼1
djs
  Xn
t¼1
DkstDuðj1Þt
 ! !
; j ¼ 2; 3; . . . ; n; ð83Þwhere jDj ¼ ðjdijjÞ; jucj ¼ ðjuci jÞ. From Eq. (78) we obtain
Du ¼ eDu1 þ e2Du2 þ    þ enun þ    ð84ÞThus, from Eq. (79), we observeuI ¼ ½u; u ¼ uc þ DuI ¼ uc þ ½Du;Du. ð85Þ
By the suﬃcient and necessary conditions of the equivalence of two interval numbers, we can conclude thatu ¼ uc  Du ð86Þ
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The ex
x
x1
x2u ¼ uc þ Du; ð87Þ
where uc = (Kc)1f.
Comparing Eq. (84) with Eq. (61), one deduces that the convergence condition of the series in Eq. (84) isðKcÞh 1j jDKk k < 1. ð88Þ
In practical computations, the ﬁctitious factor e is set to be unity.
Nevertheless, the interval perturbation method can obtain satisfactory results only for small interval
parameters (the width of the interval being small). For large interval parameters, the subinterval perturbation
method presented by Qiu et al. may be employed.
7. Numerical examples
7.1. Example I
To illustrate the eﬀectiveness of the vertex solution theorem, we give a typical example from Hansen. Con-
sider the following linear interval equations:½2; 3x1 þ ½0; 1x2 ¼ ½0; 120;
½1; 2x1 þ ½2; 3x2 ¼ ½60; 240.
ð89ÞBy the Oettli–Prager criterion, the interval vector solution or smallest bounding box for the solution set of
Eq. (89) is listed in Table 1. Fortunately, for the same linear interval equation, in terms of the vertex solution
theorem, we obtain the same interval solution as by Oettli–Prager. Fig. 1 represents the exact solution set and
the interval solution.
7.2. Example II
In this example, we will demonstrate the use of the vertex solution theorem calculating the upper and lower
bounds on the static response for a three-stepped-beam shown in Fig. 2. The cross section of the beam is rect-
angular. Only the vertical displacement and angle of rotation of nodes are considered. The beam is subject to
the external load acting on node 4. In this example, Young’s modulus and the length of the three sections are
considered as determined variables and taken as E1 = E2 = E3 = E = 2.0 · 1011 N/m2 and L1 = L2 =
L3 = L = 1.0 m. The moments of inertia of the beam and the external load are considered to be independent
uncertain-but-bounded variables. The interval of the moments of inertia and the load are taken, respectively,
as I Ij ¼ ½Icj  bIcj ; Icj þ bIcj  (j = 1, 2, 3) and PI = [Pc  bIc, Pc + bIc], where Ic1 ¼ 2:2575 104 m4,
Ic2 ¼ 6:7167 105 m4, Ic3 ¼ 8:5835 106 m4, and Pc = 1000 N. b is the uncertain factor and varies in some
region so that we can check the static displacement bounds with changing b. Comparison of the bounds of the
static response of the three-stepped-beam corresponding to uncertain factor b between the vertex solution the-
orem and the interval perturbation are shown from Figs. 3–8. In these ﬁgures, u and h represent the vertical
displacement and rotate angle generated by the vertex solution, while v and u represent the vertical displace-
ment and rotate angle obtained by the interval analysis method, respectively. A symbol with an overbar such
as u and a symbol with an underbar such as u represent the upper and lower bounds of the results. To be more
illustrative, Table 2 lists the static response of the beam using the two methods when b = 0.5%. We can see
that the lower bounds yielded by the vertex solution theorem is the same as those produced by the interval1
act interval solution to linear interval equations
xi xi Dxi
120 90 105
60 240 150
Fig. 1. The exact solution set and the interval solution.
Fig. 2. A three-step beam.
Fig. 3. Comparison of the upper and lower bounds on the vertical displacement of node 2 versus the uncertain factor b.
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than those yielded by the vertex solution method; that is, the uncertainty of the interval perturbation method
is a bit bigger than that of vertex solution theorem.
Fig. 4. Comparison of the upper and lower bounds on the angle of rotation of node 2 versus the uncertain factor b.
Fig. 5. Comparison of the upper and lower bounds on the vertical displacement of node 3 versus the uncertain factor b.
Fig. 6. Comparison of the upper and lower bounds on the angle of rotation of node 3 versus the uncertain factor b.
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the upper and lower bounds on the angle of rotation of node 4 versus the uncertain factor b.
Fig. 7. Comparison of the upper and lower bounds on the vertical displacement of node 4 versus the uncertain factor b.
Table 2
The static displacement interval of the three-stepped-beam
u Vertex solution theorem Interval perturbation method
ui ui Dui ui ui Dui
u1 5.85795E5 1.79873E5 4.05922E5 5.85795E5 4.82879E7 5.80966E5
u2 1.08070E4 3.43408E5 7.37292E5 1.08070E4 2.67229E6 8.13471E5
u3 2.66920E4 9.79406E5 1.68979E4 2.66920E4 2.69538E5 2.39966E6
u4 2.87078E4 1.16977E4 1.70101E4 2.87078E4 4.69896E5 2.40088E4
u5 8.02364E4 3.82307E4 4.20057E4 8.02364E4 2.13920E4 5.88444E6
u6 6.71723E5 3.62355E5 3.09368E5 6.71723E4 2.44858E4 4.26865E6
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For comparison, the interval analysis, based on the vertex solution theorem, is considered in ﬁnding the
bounds on the static displacement of a 10-bar-truss system with an external load acting on node 5 shown
in Fig. 9. In this example, Young’s modulus of the material is considered to the uncertain-but-bounded
variable. The interval of Young’s modulus is taken as EIj ¼ ½Ecj  bEcj ;Ecj þ bEcj  ðj ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; 10Þ, where
Ecj ¼ 200 GPa and b is the uncertain factor mentioned in Example II. The cross-sectional areas of the 10
Fig. 9. A 10-bar truss.
Z. Qiu et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 43 (2006) 6574–6593 6589members are deterministic and taken as Aj = 2.0 · 104 m2 (j = 1, 2, . . . , 10). Comparison of the bounds on
the static displacements of the truss obtained by the vertex solution theorem and the interval perturbation
method are, respectively, depicted from Figs. 10–17. In these ﬁgures, u and v represents the horizontal dis-
placement and vertical displacement, respectively. A symbol with an overbar such as u and a symbol withFig. 10. Comparison of the upper and lower bounds on the horizontal displacement of node 3 versus the uncertain factor b.
Fig. 11. Comparison of the upper and lower bounds on the vertical displacement of node 3 versus the uncertain factor b.
Fig. 12. Comparison of the upper and lower bounds on the horizontal displacement of node 4 versus the uncertain factor b.
Fig. 13. Comparison of the upper and lower bounds on the vertical displacement of node 4 versus the uncertain factor b.
Fig. 14. Comparison of the upper and lower bounds on the horizontal displacement of node 5 versus the uncertain factor b.
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Fig. 15. Comparison of the upper and lower bounds on the vertical displacement of node 5 versus the uncertain factor b.
Fig. 16. Comparison of the upper and lower bounds on the horizontal displacement of node 6 versus the uncertain factor b.
Fig. 17. Comparison of the upper and lower bounds on the vertical displacement of node 6 versus the uncertain factor b.
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superscript like u means the displacement obtained by the vertex solution theorem and a symbol with a super-
script like u 0 means the displacement generated by the interval analysis method. It can be seen that the pre-
sented vertex solution theorem yields tighter bounds, namely, the upper bounds within the present
technique smaller than those calculated by the interval perturbation method. Likewise, the lower bounds fur-
nished by the present method are bigger than those obtained by the interval perturbation method, e.g., the
horizon displacement of node 4 and node 7 in Figs. 12 and 16.
8. Conclusions
In this paper, in terms of optimization theory and interval analysis, two new mathematical proofs for the
vertex solution theorem are presented to ﬁnd the upper and lower bounds on the set of the solution of linear
interval equations. By means of a typical example, the result calculated by the proposed vertex solution the-
orem is the same as that predicted by Oettli–Prager criterion. Another two numerical examples are presented
to illustrate the computational aspects of the vertex solution theorem and show that the accuracy of the pre-
sented solution theorem is similar to that of the interval perturbation method. It should be noticed that the
interval bounds generated by the interval perturbation method are always symmetric to the nominal value
while the interval bounds obtained by the vertex solution theorem are sometimes smaller than the result of
the interval perturbation method. We showed that the vertex solution theorem for the upper and lower bounds
on the solutions of the linear interval equations has a less limitary condition compared with the other methods.
From the interval mathematical view of point, the interval solution, computed by the vertex solution theorem,
to the linear interval equations is exact. Just because of its high accuracy with respect to other approximate
methods, the computational demand is also relatively high. Although the exact solution of the linear interval
systems is well known to be NP-hard, the aim of this paper is mainly to provide new proof methods. Although
the vertex solution theorem is a theorem, it also can be used to solve practical problems computationally. Usu-
ally, the vertex solution theorem can be used as a way to verify the sharpness of non-NP-hard approximate
solutions to the linear interval equations.
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